Sangiorgi has shown that the semantics induced by Milner's encoding of the call-by-name -calculus in the -calculus is the equality of L vy-Longo trees. Later it was realized that Milner's encodings are actually variations on well-known continuation passing style transforms. Then a question is: is the discriminating ability due to -calculus features, or is it already o ered by the cps transform? We show that the latter is true: the semantics induced by the call-by-name cps transform on -terms is L vy-Longo trees equality.
Introduction The -Calculus
In this note we study the semantics induced by Plotkin's call-by-name cps transform 13] , which has for both source and target languages the -calculus. To start with, we x some notations regarding this calculus (we sometimes deviate from the notations of Barendregt's book 1]), which we assume the reader is familiar with. We denote by = the relation of -conversion, that is the congruence generated by the -rule ( xMN) ! M N= x] ( ) As usual, we write x 1 : : : x n :M and MN 1 N n for x 1 : : : x n M and ( (MN 1 ) N n ) respectively. We recall that any -term may be written, in a unique way, as FN 1 N n where F is either a variable or an abstraction xM. We also recall that a context, usually denoted by C, is a term with a hole in it, and that C M] denotes the term obtained by lling the hole by M in C.
Regarding the semantics of the (target) -calculus, we will follow the classical approach, advocated for instance by Barendregt in 1], where unde ned means unsolvable, or equivalently not having a head normal form . We recall that a head normal form is a term of the form x 1 : : : x n :xN 1 N k , where n and k may be zero. To support the intuition, we use the B hm-tree representation of terms in head normal form. That is, we picture the term x 1 : : : x n :xN 1 N k as follows: N 1 N k x 1 : : : x n :x Let us denote by M+ the predicate M is de ned , or M is observable , that is: M+ if and only if there exists a head normal form N such that M = N. The negation of this predicate, i.e. M is unde ned , is denoted M*. Now a preorder on -terms, relative to this notion of observability, can be given following the pattern of Morris' extensional preorder, namely:
M v N , def 8C: C M]+ ) C N]+
It is a well-known result of Hyland 6] and Wadsworth 16] For the purpose of this note it will be technically convenient to use another presentation of L vy's semantics, which is essentially the open applicative similarity of Sangiorgi 14] , except that we are dealing with a preorder instead of an equivalence (this simpli es the presentation considered in 2], which is similar to a preorder introduced by Hyland 6] ). It is easy, adapting the proof of a similar result in 14], to show that the following holds: Moreover, the main result of L vy about his preorder in 7] is that it is a precongruence, that is a preorder compatible with the term structure.
The CPS transform
The call-by-name cps transform of Plotkin 13] (recti ed by Hatcli and Danvy 5]) is given by:
In this de nition the variable k, standing for a continuation , is fresh, that is it does not occur in the terms being transformed. The same is true for m. The The fact that the cps transform may be seen as an encoding of the -calculus into the -calculus may be explained as follows. Let be the subset of generated by the following grammar, taking the rst non-terminal as axiom: Proof: by induction on M, using the previous remark
The terms of may be regarded as terms of the -calculus (and also as terms of Thielecke's cps calculus 15]). More precisely, we can give a translation that interprets the P's as -processes, and the V 's as names (or more precisely concretions ) or abstractions. The syntax we use for the -calculus is the one of 9], except that we write messages as xv 1 v n instead of x:
The translation is as follows:
hhV ii) hhxii = x hh x 1 : : : x n :Pii = ( x 1 : : : x n )hP i Then the encoding of the call-by-name -calculus into the -calculus is h M]ki, that is: To study the operational properties of the cps translation, it is convenient to introduce another transformation of -terms. This transformation, which we denote by hjMj i, is de ned in terms of an auxiliary translation hjM; kj i as follows:
hjMj i = def khjM; kj i hjxM 1 M n ; kj i = def x(hjM 1 j i; : : : ; hjM n j i; k) hj( xM)M 1 M n ; kj i = def (hjM 1 j i; : : : ; hjM n j i; k) xhjMj i 
The Main Result
We rst prove that L vy's preorder on -terms, or rather its characterisation by means of the intensional preorders r , is preserved by the cps transform. It is easy to see that the sequence U = f g f U p i j p; i 2 N g P Let us call canonical contexts the contexts of the form U 1 U n where U i 2 U. In the following statement we use (X), where X is a set of variables, to denote the set of -terms whose free variables belong to X. Proof: by induction on r. We will use Theorem 2.1 without further mention in this proof.
1. The base case of the induction proof is r = 0, and the lemma is vacuously true in this case. One may wonder whether one could derive from this result, or perhaps from an improved proof of it, a new proof that the -calculus encoding induces L vy's semantics. The feature of the -calculus that is used to discriminate -terms is the ability to instantiate a given -variable by various terms, one for each free occurrence of the variable see 2]. This is not possible in the -calculus, but this can be simulated by instantiating the variables by tupling combinators P p , and then choosing appropriate arguments we could call this the B hm trick . The price to pay in playing this trick is that we move out of the -calculus area. Therefore one could say that the -calculus simulates some of the discriminating power of the -calculus, rather than the converse.
